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HeidelGram Project
The HeidelGram project has two interrelated objectives:

So far:

• Compiling and analyzing a corpus of historical English grammar books (1550 – 1900)

• Pilot-corpus of 19th-century grammar books (approx. 3m words)

• Combining corpus-based historical linguistics and the analysis of networks

• Analysis of the references made to grammarians/grammars in these grammar books
• Identification of generalizable Verbal Hygiene (Cameron [1995] 2012) patterns

(cf. Busse, Gather, Kleiber 2018, 2019, forth; Busse and Kleiber 2018)

• Development of a specialized software toolkit for the project

The Role of Software in Linguistic Research
“The functionality offered by software tools largely dictates what corpus linguistics research methods are available to a researcher.” and “… differences
in the way tools are designed will have an impact on almost all corpus analyses.” (Anthony 2013: 141, 151)
“[Relying on existing programs] not only severely limits the possibilities for exploring corpus data, but also introduces unknown factors into the
research, as it is not always obvious how the software will handle certain features of language.” (Mason 2008: 155)

 We need to consider software as a key part of research which is as important as theory, methodology, and data!

Requirements for Academic Software
• Reproducibility
• Availability (Will the software be available in 5/10/20 years?)
• Transparency (e.g. models, measures, pre-/post-processing)
• Flexibility (cf. Mason 2000: 4)
• Compatibility (e.g. standard and open formats)

Project-Specific Software

• “Pipelinability” (Will the software work as part of a dataanalysis pipeline?)

• We don’t want to be limited by existing tools and approaches
• We want to be able to solve complex tasks highly specific to our research

• Usability + Sensible defaults

• We want to be able to fully understand the tools and the underlying
models

• Openness (Will there be licensing issues?)
• …

HGSimpleCorpusNetwork – Requirement-Driven Agile Development
General Requirements: The toolbox needs to …
1. grow and be adapted as the project grows
2. be able to handle textual data from a variety of periods (Historical!)
3. be able to handle (and mitigate) uncleaned OCR data
4. be able to work as part of an automized analysis pipeline
5. be able to interface with network/graph analysis toolkits such as Gephi
Specific Required Functionalities (Example)  Lead to: FuzzySearch
Generate document-term matrices based on sets of search terms and OCR-based corpora.
Reason: We want to analyze which grammarians (and grammars) are referenced where (by whom) in a corpus of grammar books.
(cf. Busse, Gather, Kleiber 2019)
Challenges: (1) Uncleaned OCR data is not well-structured and contains spelling errors. (2) The mere existence of a token (e.g.
Crombie) does not necessarily entail a reference.

Lessons Learned Don’t develop for the sake of developing!

Best Practices

• Software decay/entropy  constant refactoring (expensive, time-consuming)
• External dependencies (e.g. APIs) are a risk  e.g. UcrelSemTaggerSoapService going down
• Don’t reinvent the wheel, especially if good models and approaches are available (e.g. tokenization, string
matching)
• Modeling parts of the theory in software leads to new insights into both theory and analysis
• Developing project-specific software forces you to have extremely good knowledge of your data and methodology
• Rapidly prototyping new (computational) approaches to analysis fosters creativity (this requires you to have a
modular framework and good pipelines)

• Open Source Software (OSS) + DOI + Archive repository
• Strong version control (e.g. Git) + branching  documentation of the process
• Testing / Test-Driven Development (Unit Tests, Integration Tests, Regression
Tests)
• Run simulations and test against (reasonable) ranges and means  testing
fuzzy returns
• Continuous integration + Sanity/coverage checks before pushing to remote
• Good (and complete) documentation (instructions, examples, self-documenting
code, automated API documentation)
• Reproducible runtimes (e.g. Docker)
• Limited reliance on external (and specifically proprietary) modules/libraries
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